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We consider the set N of non-negative integers embedded into the Bohr 
compactitication bZ of the integers (see [ 13, 1.81). A sequence (m,J of 
probability measures on N is called ergodic [3] if 
for each continuous function f on bZ, where ;3 denotes the normalized Haar 
measure on bZ (i.e., mk -+ A weakly). Equivalently, lim(e’^ ‘“‘, m,J = 0 for 
a & Z. Blum and Reich [4,5] called a bounded complex sequence (f(n)),,, 
a p-sequence, if 
for each ergodic sequence (mk) on N. They showed that the individual 
ergodic theorem holds when p-sequences are takens as weights. 
If X is a metric space, A a Radon probability measure on X, f: X-+ C 
bounded measurable, it is well known that lim(f, mk) = (f, A) holds for each 
sequence (m,J of probability measures on X converging weakly to ;1, iff f is 
Riemann integrable with respect to A, i.e., the set of discontinuity points off 
has l-measure 0 (see, e.g., [ 2, Ex. 5 p. 131). More generally, if one considers 
only measures mk that are concentrated on a subset Y of X (whose closure 
contains the support of A), it is still true that there exists a Riemann 
integrable function on X that coincides with f on Y. 
Unfortunately bZ is not metrizable. In one direction, it is not hard to show 
that any Riemann integrable function f on bZ determines a p-sequence (with 
p = (A A), these are the uniform sequences of Brunei and Keane [6]), but the 
converse is not true (see Examples). We will give the following 
generalization: 
THEOREM. A bounded function f: N -+ R defines a p-sequence (for some 
p E R) if and only if the following condition is satisfied: 
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for each E > 0, there exist (complex) measures ,a,, ,a2 on T such that 
K<f<hA on N 
and 
lim 1 5 p;(n) -p;(n) < E. 
h’+ca N ,,=, 
Remarks. (1) ,u- denotes the Fourier transform of the measure ,u on 
T = IR/Z. One can always assume that pu,(-A) =pi(A) for A c T, i = 1,2. 
This is necessary and sufficient for ,uy and pi to be real-valued on Z. We 
have 
(put mk = (I/k) Cj”= i Sj in Lemma 1). 
(2) The same characterization holds in more general situations: If G is 
the Bohr compactification of a countable abelian group H with normalized 
Haar measure 1, M is a subset of H, there exists a sequence (mJ of 
probability measures on A4 that converges weakly to A (this need not always 
be the case, even if M is dense in G, see [ 11, I, Ex. 3, p. 4671, but it is true, 
e.g., if A4 is a sub-semigroup generating H [ 121) and f: M-1 IR is bounded 
measurable, then the following holds: 
f has the property that lim(f; m,J =p for each sequence (mJ of probability 
measures on M that converges weakly to 1, iff for each E > 0 there exist 
complex measures ,u, ,p, on HA (the dual group of H) such that ,u; <f ,< ,u; 
on M and (,u~ -p,)({O}) < E (this can again be expressed by a limit of 
ave_rages as above, see, e.g. [8, p. 4131). 
(3) The characterization of p-sequences resembles the well-known 
description of Riemann integrablt functions: f: X+ IR is Riemann integrable 
with respect to 1, iff for each E > 0 there exist bounded continuous functions 
g, , g, such that g, <f < g, and (g, - g, , A) < E. In the case of p-sequences 
the continuous functions are replaced by elements of the Fourier-Stieltjes 
algebra on Z. Clearly it makes no difference, if we replace this space by its 
uniform closure. 
The analogy can be made more precise as follows: 
Let J2 be the *-spectrum of the algebra M(T) or, equivalently, the spectrum 
of the uniform closure of the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra. Then R contains a 
copy of L and a (disjoint) copy of bZ (see [ 11, II, Ex. 1, p. 2501). Haar 
measure on biZ therefore induces a measure on B which is denoted again by 
A. J N -+ Cc is a p-sequence iff the same is true for its real and imaginary 
parts. Our result says that the p-sequences on N are precisely the restrictions 
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of functions on 51 that are Riemann integrable with respect to /L (Similarly 
for other subsets of E and in the general case of Remark 2). Thus the 
description in the metric case is still true, if one considers the embedding into 
the “large” space S2 (see [7, Ch. 21 for further results on L!). 
It follows from this argument that the set of all p-sequences (p E C) forms 
an algebra and a lattice which is uniformly closed and contains all sequences 
that can be written both as the supremum and the infimum of p-sequences. 
Any p-sequence on N can be extended to a p-sequence on Z. 
(4) The results can be interpreted also in the language of uniform 
distribution. If (nk) is a sequence in R\l, mk = (l/k) Cj”= 1 d,, then (mk) is an 
ergodic sequence iff (nk) is uniformly distributed (u.d.) in Z (in the sense of 
Hartman, see ] 10, p. 295)). It is easy to see that in the definition of p- 
sequences it suffices to consider sequences (m,J determined by u.d. 
sequences. Thus f: N + C is a p-sequence iff lim( l/k) CT=, f(nj) = p for each 
u.d. sequence (nk) in n\i. (In the metrizable case, the characterization was 
given by several authors, see [ 10, p. 51 for references). 
(5) If one drops the requirement that mk be non-negative, then the 
picture changes. It follows from [7, Thm. 3.3.12, p. 351 that f: Z --t C 
satisfies lim(f, mJ =p for each sequence (m,J of complex measures on Z 
that converges weakly to 1 iff f belongs to the uniform closure of the 
Fourier-Stieltjes algebra on Z. 
COROLLARY. Any p-sequencefi N -P C is a bounded Besicovitch function, 
i.e., for each E > 0 there exists a trigonometric polynomial q(n) = 
c vznian (finite sum) such that lim(l/N) Cf=, If(n) - q(n)1 < E. (see [ 1 ] 
and ] 14 ] for properties and applications of bounded Besicovitch functions). 
In particular, it follows that the result of [4] is contained in the 
corresponding theorem for bounded Besicovitch functions of Ryll- 
Nardzewski [ 14 1. 
EXAMPLES. As noted above any uniform sequence is ap-sequence. Other 
examples are furnished by Fourier transforms of measures and uniform 
limits of such functions (see [7, Ch. 3, 51 for explicit constructions). In [S, 
7.61 examples due to Katznelson and Saeki are given of continuous measures 
p such that {n E (N: p-(n) 2 1) is dense in bZ. Therefore p^ determines a O- 
sequence (and the same is true for any sequence dominated by ,LJ-) that is not 
the restriction of a Riemann integrable function (since such a function would 
have to be >l at any point of continuity), consequently it is not a uniform 
sequence. 
NOTATIONS. Measures on N are identified with summable sequences, 6, 
denotes the Dirac measure at n. I’ (resp. P) denote the space of summable 
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(resp. bounded) real-valued sequences, Ilfll, = sup If(n)l, C(T) (resp. M(T)) 
the space of continuous, complex-valued functions (resp. complex measures) 
on T= R/Z, with the usual norms I(. JIco (resp. (1. /Ii). For two functions 
(sequences) f, g: N + R we write (J; g) = Cf(n) g(n) provided that the sum 
exists (e.g., if f~ I*, g E I’). Similarly (f, y) = If(x) dp(x) for fE C(T), 
,U E M(T). For ,U E M(T), we put G(n) = (r ezninx d&x) and for m E I’ we 
put m-(x) = C eZninx m(n). It follows that @-‘, m) = @z~,,u) for m E I’, 
P (2 M(T). 
The main steps of the proof will be given in several lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. If (m,J is a sequence of probability measures on N that 
converges weakly to 1 and f = ,a- for some ,u E M(T), then 
1W.L 4 =NW. 
ProoJ: Weak convergence implies m;(x) -+ 0 for x & Z. Therefore rn, 
converges pointwise to the characteristic function of (0). It follows from 
Lebesgue’s theorem that 
LEMMA 2. If (mk) is a sequence of probability measures on N that 
converges weakly to I and f is a p-sequence, then for each E > 0 there exists 
kg(e) such that 
Kf, 4 -PI < s 
for each non-negative measure m on IN such that 1) rn- - rni /loo < l/k, for 
some m, in the convex hull of {mk: k > k,}. 
ProoJ If we take arbitrary non-negative measures rn: such that 
IIm; - m{(Im < l/k f or some m[ in the convex hull of {m,: I> k}, it follows 
that rn: --f 1 weakly, that m;--+ 1 weakly and that Ilrn~ll --t 1. Therefore 
(f, m;) +p. Lemma 2 is an easy consequence of this observation. 
LEMMA 3. Assume that I(J; m) --pi < e/2 for each non-negative measure 
m on N satisfying )(m- - mill, < 6. (Here E > 0, 6 > 0 and a probability 
measure m, are jixed). Then there exist ,u E M(T) with 11,~ II < e/S and g E I” 
with g < 0, (g, m,) > --E such that f = ,u- + g. 
ProoJ Put 
A = W c1-: P E M(T), lIcllll < d4, 
B= {gEZ”O:g,<O, (g,m,)>--E}. 
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(Re ~1~ denotes the real part of p-, it is easy to see that Re,u- = 1~; with 
,ui(U) = 2-‘@(U) + p(-v)) for UC T). A and B are convex subsets of I” 
and compact for the w*-topology. Assume that f@ A + B, then we may 
invoke the separation theorem: 
There exists u E I’, c E F? such that (a, u) < c for all u E A + B and 
cf, v) > c. In particular, (Rep-, U) < c if 11~ I( r < c/B. Since -,U has the same 
property, we get c > 0 and by scaling we may assume c = E. Since 
(Re p”^, a) = Re@*, v) = Re(vA’, p), we conclude IIul/I, < 6. In addition we 
have (g, v) < E if g < 0, (g, m,) > --E. Inserting g = --~nr~(n)-~ 6,(n E N) 
shows u > -m, . It follows that m = m, + ZI is non-negative and 
(I A - m,- Iloo < 6. Consequently 
(f; 0) = (f; m> -P - ((f, m,> -P) < 42 + 42 = E, a contradiction. 
Put c= {gEI”O:gQO, 3pEM(z-) such that (I,u(~, < s/8, f= p^ + g}. C is 
clearly convex and w  *-compact. 
LEMMA 4. Let F be the convex hull of finitely many probability 
measures, E > 0, 6 > 0. Assume that \(f, m) -p\ < 42 for each non-negative 
measure m on N satisfying (1 me - mill, < 6 for some m, E F. Then there 
exists g E C such that 
(g, m,> > --E for all m, E F. 
Proof It follows from Lemma 3 that for each m, E F there exists g E C 
such that (g, m,) > --E. Assume that F is convexly generated by m,,..., mk. 
Put D= (((g,mi)):,,:gEC}. D is a compact convex subset of lRk. If the 
assertion of the lemma were false, then D would be disjoint to {(ai): ai > --E 
for all i}. By separation, there exists (pi) E IRk, c E IR such that 
C pi(g, mi) < c for g E C and C Piai > c if ai > --E for all i. This gives 
pi>O, c<O and (--E)CPi>c. Put m=(CPi)-‘C/3imi. Then it would 
follow that 
km)= (~Pi)p’):Pi(g,mi)< (xPi)F1c<-& for all g E C, 
a contradiction. 
Proof of the Theorem 
Suflciency. Take E > 0 and choose ,~i, ,uu, as in the theorem. Let (mk) be 
an ergodic sequence. Then by Lemma 1: 
T- -- 
lirn(f, mk> < 1im@2y mk> =&({o}) 
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and 
Therefore lim(f; m,J - b(J mJ < E and it follows that p = lim(f; m,J 
exists. It is easy to see that p does not depend on the sequence (vzJ. Conse- 
quently f is a p-sequence. 
Necessity. Let f be a p-sequence, mk = (l/k) C,“=, Sj, E > 0. Consider 
the set C defined before Lemma 4. Lemma 2 shows that the assumptions of 
Lemma 4 are satisfied with 6 = k,(c/2) and F the convex hull of finitely 
many mk (k > k,). Therefore, there exists g E C such that (g, m,J > --E. 
Since C is compact, there even exists g E C such that (g, mJ > --E for all 
k > k,. Applying the same argument to -f, we get 
f=K +g, ‘Pi +g, with l&( g,, mk> < E, 
-;- 
llm(g,, & > --E. 
This means lim& -&, mk) < 2~ and since g, > 0, g, ,< 0, we have ,u; < 
f&. 
Proof of the Corollary 
By the theorem, it suffices to show that f = p- is a bounded Besicovitch 
function for arbitrary ,u E M(T). Take E > 0 and choose a, ,..., ak E T such 
that za+ai /~({a})[ < E. Put q(n) = Cp({cfj}) ezniojn. q is a trigonometric 
polynomial and by a well known theorem of Wiener (see e.g. [8, p. 4131) 
Therefore 
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